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Introduction
“返らぬ少⼥の⽇の
The countless flowers that
ゆめに咲きし花の
かずかずを
Bloom in the dream world of the unreturnable shōjo-hood time
いとしき君達へ
are sent to you,
おくる”
My dear ones
————From Yoshiya Nobuko’s Hana Monogatari(1924)

The Japanese word “shōjo”(少⼥: sho 少 meaning young and jo ⼥ meaning female beings) is always associated with the most beautiful things: the skirts floating under the cherry
blossom trees in spring, the sailor-suited figures running on the beach in summer, the ponytailed
students sleeping on desks in the classroom in autumn, the hot faces in the convenience store in
winter. The word shōjo is often paralleled with another Japanese word called “otome” which also
indicates those young-aged girls. To better understand the cultural context of shōjo, we shall first
differentiate it from “otome”. From the original meaning of the word, otome stands in the opposite of manliness. Thus, otome would fall into the idea of womanliness, which is historically
demonstrated as a frozen boundary which made several human characteristics unique to one sex
or another. While the word shōjo emphasizes more on the ambiguity between grown-up women
and sexually immature little girls. It points to a group of girls who are not yet women, which will
be furthered in the following chapters. Such feature made shōjo maintain the blurriness on its
gender roles. As a result, it brings more possibilities and spaces for writers to put imaginations in
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a literary context. In this project, I will explore the identity of shōjo in the Japanese art and literary context through the shōjo characters created by men. Dazai Osamu’s short story Joseito (The
Schoolgirl) written in 1939 and Kon Satoshi’s film Perfect Blue made in 1997 will be detailedly
analyzed in separate two chapters in this project. These two pieces of work attract my attention
and inspire me to further a close analysis on the men’s imagination of shōjo. When I was reading
Dazai’s work Joseito in the first place, I was hooked by the author’s exquisite narrative strategies
on enriching the fictional, though not completely imaginative, image of a young girl. Words and
expressions in this short story convinced me that the first-person narrator could be any one of
those school-aged girls living in that time period. It is also undeniable that thoughts and feelings
the narrator aroused throughout the story resonated with my own experiences of growing up as a
young woman. Those also kept me wondering that, in which specific part of the story was my
own sense of familiarity awakened. Then, on watching Kon Satoshi’s film, a similar feeling came
to me. The entire film, although not being narrated from the protagonist’s tongue, also puts the
shōjo-idol Kirigoe Mima under the spotlight of the story’s stage.
Before diving into a thorough interpretation of the two works, it would be important to
first comprehend the literacy strategy called “joso buntai”.Seki Reiko defined joso buntai (⼥装
⽂体: joso ⼥装 meaning female drag and buntai ⽂体 meaning literary style) as “the normative
feminine expressions created by writers to represent femaleness”. The written femininity is represented by both male and female writers. It is imagined rather than a natural revelation of girls’
true feelings . In her article called Writing in female drag, Rika Saito wrote that: “…the kind of
behavior that has been categorized as ‘feminine’ is largely a product of an imagination and aesthetic ideal fueled by masculinist discourse” (Saito 1). That is to say, the performed femininity in
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literary style is created by the society’s expectation on women’s way of speaking. Writing in female drag has both similar and different effects when such strategy is employed by male and female writers. To female writers, joso buntai is a writing strategy that constrains their creativity.
Especially for Meiji women writers, they are expected and taught by their male instructors and
the entire literature circle to use the established rule usually settled by men rather than make their
fictional characters speak in the way that real women employed in day-to-day life. The femininity existed on the stage of literature is often exaggerated. It is mostly the imagination of the other
sex. Ironically, even female writers struggle to follow the rules of “joso buntai”, which is supposed to make writers write as women. While when the female voice is applied by male writers
like Dazai, a literary performability is included in their usage of joso buntai in order to emphasize such femaleness. Ki no Tsurayuki’s Tosa Diary was the earliest literacy work that was written by a male writer from a female’s view. In his era, kanji was dominantly owned by men,
which made kanji written works too manly to convey authors’ desire for writing in a gentle
tongue. Tsurayuki borrowed the female first-person narrative style so that he could utilize the
more colloquial kana to express delicate inner feelings in his work. This groundbreaking genre
has had a profound impact on later Japanese joryu bunka(female literature). With more freedom
for creation, male writers like Tsurayuki would even be able to shape more realistic female characters in their works. To them, male writers use joso buntai in order to describe more sensitive
and delicate feelings which is possessed by women. While for Dazai, in his most famous work
Ningen Shikkaku(No Longer Human, 1948), which is written from a man’s view, the emotions
are portrayed in the most delicate way. This can be said to be the characteristic of Dazai’s own
personality. Thus, choosing the tongue of a melancholy shōjo furthers Dazai’s sentimentality in
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his original writing style. For Kon Satoshi, as we could see film as another way of literacy representation, the complexities and sensitivity could better be more thoroughly loomed by a female
narrator by setting the whole story from the first-person shooting angle of the shōjo idol.
In this project, I will state the main thesis through close readings on the two works, along
with academic references such as Hiroshi Aoyagi’s Island of Eight Million Smiles and Hiromi
Tsuchiya Dollase’s Age of Shōjo. The time range of the two artistic works varied from the early
to the late 20th century. To be more specific, Dazai’s character was born at Showa period, when
the Japanese society was rapidly stepping into a modern era, so as the style of shōjo literature.
Kon’s character of the shōjo idol was born at the period which was called the era of Heisei’s
Great Depression. Popular culture that is prevalent during Heisei period could be partially generalized into the symbolized word “moe”, which means cuteness. The shōjo culture at that era was
also flouring under the big cultural background. Changes that happened on the creators’ way of
interpreting and understanding these two shōjo characters will be indicated. In the first part of the
project, I will closely analyze the novel Joseito. I will first state the definition of shōjo given by
different scholars, then I will explore the narrator’s awareness and thoughts on her own gender
and social identity. Since the birth of jogakusei in the Meiji period, such group of young girls
tried to prove their significance to the society and shoulder their responsibilities of stirring up a
gender revolution. The narrator in Dazai’s story also showed her determined mind through her
monologue. Then, the defined boundary of being a shōjo is further emphasized through the narrator’s words on calling adult women impure. Through unpacking the idea of women’s impurity,
I will illustrate how the mindset of a young girl is vivified through clarifying the philosophical
demarcation between women and shōjo in the narrator’s mind. Beside the monologues, the image
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of the narrator was enriched through her relationship with her mother and sister. Mother’s figure
in this novel plays the role of an instructor to make the narrator behave within the social and
gender norms. While the narrator’s impression and memories on her sister were more like a prediction on her own future days as a grown-up. Lastly, I will focus on the wordings, phrasing, and
narrative strategies that Dazai applied in order to trace the source of such shōjo-ness that his story revealed to its readers. In the second part of the project, I build the argument on a close-reading of the film Perfect Blue directed by Kon Satoshi. This part of analysis will be subtitled into
four segments. This section starts with a detailed study on one significant scene in the film. The
protagonist Kirigoe Mima was made to agree for the shooting of a fictional rape scene. We
would see how the setting of scenes and the organization of the settings in the film studio, the
subtle changes on the Mima’s facial expressions clarify a dramatic change on her identity. In the
second part, I will then unearth the deeper meanings of room both in the physical and the virtual
level. I will firstly compare the arrangements of Mima’s bedroom at different time point, then
move to the meaning of Mima’s room as the name of a homepage which recorded all details of
Mima’s private life. By means of comparison, I find the director is indeed using the furniture
arrangement in Mima’s bedroom as a reflection of her inner world. The virtual meaning of
Mima’s room stands in the film as signifying Mima’s role for being the watched one. The image
of aquarium is frequently mentioned as a parallel to the relationship between the watcher and the
being watched ones. The film also magnified the implied meaning of aquarium by inserting
scenes of Mima staring into the aquarium. I shift gear to this point in the third part of the project.
In the last part of this section, I will raise the idea of “male gaze”. Gazing is an undeniably visible theme in this film, while such visibility is pushed further by being added with gender mean-
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ings. I will briefly elaborate women’s stance as being the watched ones through this film. In order to do that, I will collect examples and details that are scattered throughout the film, along
with different scholars’ thoughts on the term “male gaze”. As both of the works were made under
male authors’ eyes, similarities will also be presented along with nuances caused by the development of gender ideas throughout the entire society. In both works, the narrators sighed their
impurity of being a women, and both felt confused for the identities of being a shōjo , and both
struggled to at some point as the story goes. In addition, we all see the supporting roles centering
round the protagonists to be all female. Such specificities in the story are all resulted from the
fact that both narrators struggled to explore the meanings of being a shōjo, while both writers
giving clues to their works’ audiences through the story plots. Differences would show us the
fluidity and its development happened along with time of a certain gender image, while those
unchanged points prove to us the essences of the idea shōjo that would persist.
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Chapter 1 From One Day in Joseito to The Era of shōjo
In his short story Joseito (Schoolgirl), Dazai specifically picked the first-person narrative
and the colloquial tongue called jogakusei kotoba (girl students’ speech). This story was first
published in 1939 in a magazine called Bungakukai (Literary World). On writing it, Dazai was
inspired by the diary written by Ariake Shizu, who was a nineteen year old schoolgirl and a fan
of Dazai. He used Shizu’s diary to set a tone for Joseito. A portion of the original work’s context
was kept in his novel, while Dazai manipulated sentence structures and expressions for his literacy creation. The story depicted an entire day of a fourteen-year-old teenage girl, from the moment that she woke up to the last moment before she felt asleep. It portrays the wild imagination
and innocence that a fourteen-year-old girl of any era can have. The story is based on the internal monologue of the unnamed narrator, with fragmented description of her perceiving in reality.
By using the style of internal monologue, Dazai made his narrator talk with his readers in a direct
way, and shrank the distance between him and his readers. Through peeking at the narrator’s
thoughts, we learned the her entanglements of growing up, and her pain and proudness of going
through the days of being a teenage girl. In addition to that, we are also able to learn a sense of
familiar “Dazai-ness” by Dazai’s way of presenting the girl’s psychology. In this section, I will
first present the idea of both jogakusei and shōjo. Then, we will see both young girls’ thoughts
and critiques on themselves in real life and in fictional stories. Thirdly, as Dazai made his narrator repetitively wondering about the border for being an adult women and a shōjo, we will also
unpack the characteristics that made shōjo differentiated from the older women. After that, other
female characters standing around the narrator in this story will also be analyzed in order to see
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their functions to defining the narrator. Last but not least, I will analyze the narrative strategies
from the angle of wordings and phrasings that Dazai applied when shaping his protagonist.

1.1 Defining, Criticizing, and Defending Shōjo
In order to better understand this novella, it would be helpful to learn about the group that
the narrator belonged to in order to make readers to better understand the narrator’s mind. The
protagonist in this story is both a jogakusei (girl students) and a shōjo(young girl). “In Japan, the
key indicators for females of social adulthood are marriage and mother hood. Shōjo is the term
coined in the Meiji period to describe unmarried girls, and the literal meaning of shōjo given by
anthropologist Jennifer Robertson is ‘not-quite-female’. Its usage and modifications reveal much
about the vicissitudes of the discourse of gender and sexuality since the Meiji period. Shōjo denotes females between puberty and marriage, as well as that period of time itself in a female’s
life(Shōjoki). Shōjo also implies “heterosexual inexperience and homosexual
experience” (Robertson 65) On one hand, she is still the little girl and the daughter of her parents, and she might try to escape from being labeled as a “good girl”. On the other hand, she has
not yet prepared to be a woman, or to say, to be a “wife” or a “mother”. Otsuka Eiji defined
shōjo as “the prohibited body”(Eiji 18). One of the good example of the seductive atmosphere
that this prohibition gives to young girls is the Takarazuka Revue. After the outbreak of the war
against China, the famous dance troupe, originally called Takarazuka Girls' Revue, was renamed
“Takarazuka Revue", which has been used until today. As under the war, the imagination of
young girls often accompanied by the combination of romance and fantasy, which was considered “inappropriate” during war time. The word “shōjo” brings the ideas of uncertainties, ambi-
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guities, and romance, and Dazai indeed utilized such feelings when shaping his narrator of the
story.
During Meiji period, a group of these kind of shōjo started to receive education in
women’s school, and was given the name “jogakusei”, namely, female students. The culture of
these female students were also the origins of modern Japanese shōjo literature, and indeed the
origins of shōjo culture. Dazai’s narrator also fell into the categorization of “jogakusei”. The Japanese jogakusei emerged in early Meiji period along with the rising opportunities for girls to
receive education in the broader social context of a progressively modernized society. Beyond
the definition of a traditional image of shōjo, jogakusei were frequently addressed as rebelling
against the patriarchal system and heterosexual normality. Seeing from their physical looking,
we found that they have abandoned the traditional Japanese hairstyle and kimono in order to accommodate themselves in the classrooms. This group of young and educated women now looked
more westernized and masculine with their loosed hair and manly attires. The change of the fashion trend is a reflection of the changes happened in jogakusei’s recognition of their own identities. With the rise of female students, girls' magazines for female students began to appear in the
market. The emergence of these girls' magazines symbolized the emergence of the "girls" group
in modern Japanese popular culture. In order to better understand the jogakusei in reality, we
then take a glance at those jogakusei who wrote for themselves. As a young educated woman living in Meiji period herself, Shimizu Shikin critiqued on the women literacy world, “Where is the
Modern Musasaki hiding? Where the Meiji Shonagon? Eagerly I await your appearance. Nay,
even more than I, our very society longs for your arrival”(Copeland 7). To her, those who will
shoulder the future world of female literature in this nation are the jogakusei, while she hasn’t
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found too much of them emerged into the literacy world. In her essay How determined are Today’s Women Student?, Shimizu unmasked the reality of jogakusei’s dreams of happy marriage
and careless days of being a wife and mother after graduating from Women’s school. She cautioned female students to “never think that it is simply a way to settle down”. Then, Shimizu encouraged jogakusei to be the future reformers by asking “Who else but the young women students of today are in a position to make these reforms and bring about these changes?”(Copeland
231). To Shimizu, she eagerly alerted these younger sisters of her to think about their responsibility of becoming the “modern Murasaki” instead of being trapped in the domestic sphere. These
jogakusei are no longer merely wives and mothers, but they would be those who raise revolutions in their nation. In Shimizu Shikin’s short story “Koware Yubiwa” (The Broken Ring), she
wrote in a first-person narrative mode with a female voice and used the dialogue style (taiwa tai)
to create a sense of intimacy, as if she was talking directly with whoever is reading her diary as
her friends just like what Dazai did in Joseito. By doing this, Shimizu also created a female-centered stage. The narrator in this story was depicted as one of those ordinary women who were
educated with old costumes and thoughts, raised in a rather conservative family, forced to marry
a man she might not even know, and resigned herself from resisting such fate. From the very beginning of her story, the narrator started this dialogue by talking with her readers: “I know you
are bothered by this ring of mine with no stone”(Shimizu 232). In addition, speaking in an everyday tone, she was trying to create an imagination of a non-hierarchical relationship among men
and women. More importantly, Shimizu was aiming at resonating with the female group. Not
only was she compiling a fictional story, but she was also provoking women to stand up by
showing the shared unfortunate fate of women who yielded to the old customs. The narrator was
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seized by a greater sense of regret after her own surrender to her destiny. “I’d heard that among
my best friends there was one still unmarried and another who had become a schoolteacher. I
wondered if it was only I who had been weak and married, only to undergo this
suffering”(Copeland 237). By presenting the narrator’s own confession, Shimizu was more about
to awaken all young women like the narrator by tearing the wounds of women’s sufferings. The
narrator’s own tragedy would be the best example to educate other young women not to sacrifice
their own future. Thus, it could be concluded that, shōjo is also “a mode of thinking”, and
Tomoko Aoyama considered such mode of thinking as a “strategy to deal with real and important
issues”(Dollase xiv).
Through the feminized and sexualized images of jogakusei, we see another suspicion on
the them. Some would say that the jogakusei pays more attention to their fashionable looking
than study. As expressed by Copeland, “Their [Women’s] attachment to surface appearances—to
their own beautiful reflection—prevents them from ever achieving true knowledge”(Copeland
21). On another hand, some suspected that women’s intelligence would weaken their “womanly
features, such as beauty and modesty” (Copeland 21). Jogakusei were belittled for being superficial, unserious, and frivolous. In Dazai’s novel Joseito, the narrator seemed to defend for the
schoolgirls. In one plot, the narrator was reading a magazine in the train called “Wakai Onna no
Ketten”(Young Women’s Shortcomings) on her way to school. The magazine described young
women as “Impersonal things, things lacking depth. They were far removed from anything like
real hopes or ambitions. Basically, uninspired things”(Dazai 37). She felt that she also possessed
these shortcomings at first glance. Then she soon switched to a positive view. “ We have a vague
notion of the best place we should go, or the beautiful places we should like to see, or the kinds
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of places that would make us grow as a person. We yearn for a good life. We have real hopes and
ambitions. We feel impatient for an unshakable faith that we can rely on”(Dazai 39-40). She
seemed to defend herself and schoolgirls like her that, they are not as superficial, aimless, and
unambitious as what outsiders would believe. They were not the stereotypical “wakai onna” as
the outside would consider them to be. Although young girls like her still have a lot of uncertainties for future, they are willing to find the goal and be purposeful. Here, the description in the
magazine actually represents the definition of “shōjo” that a number of scholars would use.
Shōjo is a word that has been objectified through the gaze of cultural conventions. What is written as the Wakai Onna No Ketten stands for the contents of the imaginative container given by
the outsiders rather than the true essentials of young girls. The narrator identifies such nuances
and clarifies the subjective consciousness of young girls. Another plot happened at the same
scene when the narrator was on the train was that, a little while before she emerged herself into
this magazine, the narrator spoke out her dissatisfaction towards the man wearing glasses who
took her seat. She questioned the man and pointed out his rudeness, although her request was ignored by the man. Seeing her standing out reminds me of her predecessors who could only be
instructed and repressed mostly by men silently. Here, we are also shown that young girls like
the narrator should not be simply defined as posturing and uninspiring, but we will find jogakusei to be attractive when observing through the “camera eye” of their own.

1.2 What borders womanhood and shōjo-hood?
The division between womanhood and shōjo-hood is also caught and elaborated by
Dazai. In this story, the narrator was evidently aware of her own identity of “shōjo”. Such
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awareness is loomed through both her complains and sicken feelings towards adult women, and
her own proudness of being a shōjo. She straightforwardly said: “Being female, I am all too familiar with the impurity found in women, it sets my teeth on edge with repulsion”(Dazai, 56).
ふけつ

(⾃分が⼥だけに、⼥の中にある不潔さが、よくわかって、歯ぎしりするほど、厭だ。)
The “不潔”(fuketsu, fu meaning no and ketsu meaning cleanness) here is translated as impurity.
The “impurity” of women she meant here is apparently the impurity of adult women. Here, the
tongue that the narrator speaks is given full of confidence by Dazai on comprehending the
women’s mind. This sentence presents a strong and direct female awareness in order for the male
writer to better critique on women. Then, the narrator's sickened feelings on adult women were
again highlighted through her determined mind on drawing a dividing line between herself and
those malodorous female beings. “I wish I could die like this, as a girl. Suddenly, I think I want
to be sick. If I contracted a serious enough illness, and I were to sweat so profusely that I wasted
away, perhaps then I would be cleansed and pure”(Dazai 57). Dazai’s protagonist in Schoolgirl
seems to indulge in her enjoyment of being a shōjo(young girl). She showed her enjoyment on
having the “purity” of being a shōjo, and would willing to die at this moment when being a pure
and clean shōjo. To unpack such feelings of cleanness and dirtiness, we shall understand that the
girls’ schools in modern Japan set “ryosaikenbo” as the purpose for cultivating jogakusei , and
purity was the merit for young Japanese girls. Here, the narrator would agree along with the implied meanings that her social identity as a shōjo brought to her. Shōjo’s purity here equals to
their attractiveness. Once shojos’ bodies are not “prohibited”, or to say became male’s partners
through marriage or sexual intercourses, such attractiveness would fade away. Although we
would say that the narrator’s shōjo-consciousness is awakening as she was inherently fighting
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against social norms, such conventions added to young girls like her had already were rooted in
her mind unconsciously. In addition to that, her proudness of being a shōjo is also emphasized
when she is expressing her complaints toward adult women around her through a concrete depiction of them.
There was a disgusting woman on the bus. The collar of her kimono was soiled,
and her unkempt red hair was held up with a comb. Her hands and feet were dirty.
And she wore a sullen look on her darkly ruddy androgynous face. Ugh, she made
me sick. The woman had a large belly. From time to time, she smiled to herself.
The hen. There was really no difference between this woman and me, having
snuck off the lady next to have my hair done. I was reminded of the lady next to
me on the train this morning with the heavy makeup. Ugh, so vile. Women are
disgusting(Dazai 56)
(右隣は中学⽣、左隣は、⼦供背負ってねんねこ着ているおばさん。おば
さんは、年よりのくせに厚化粧をして、髪を流⾏まきにしている。顔は綺
麗なのだけれど、のどの所に皺が黒く寄っていて、あさましく、ぶってや
りたいほど厭だった…バスの中で、いやな⼥のひとを⾒た。襟のよごれた
着物を着て、もじゃもじゃの⾚い髪を櫛⼀本に巻きつけている。⼿も⾜も
きたない。それに男か⼥か、わからないような、むっとした⾚黒い顔をし
ている。それに、ああ、胸がむかむかする。その⼥は、⼤きいおなかをし
めすどり

ているのだ。ときどき、ひとりで、にやにや笑っている。雌鶏。こっそ
り、髪をつくりに、ハリウッドなんかへ⾏く私だって、ちっとも、この⼥
のひとと変らないのだ。けさ、電⾞で隣り合せた厚化粧のおばさんをも思
い出す。ああ、汚い、汚い。).
Interesting, Dazai chose not to give us any clue of how the unnamed narrator looked like from a
physical perspective, while adult women’s stench were revealed in such way. I would believe
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that, leaving the portrait of the narrator’s appearance blank certainly gives the readers imaginative space to create readers’ own Joseito. Linking back to the idea of shōjo, such blankness kept
the ambiguity and undefinedness of young girls like the narrator. However, adult women to the
narrator lacked any attractiveness or value for fantasying. They were bored, stereotyped, and
worthless for exploring. To concrete such sicken feeling, the narrator used a metaphor here. She
described the impurity she sensed on adult women as a “unbearable raw stench that clings to you
after playing with goldfish has spread all over your body, and you wash and wash but you can’t
get rid of it.” Naturally, the stench of goldfish would be aroused in readers’ mind. These words
also serve as a sensory stimuli by turning her inner feeling into a smell. Such feeling is linked
with our daily life, and make an untouchable concept into something familiar and common. The
distance between the readers and the narrator could also be shortened. What such hatred and the
feeling of “disgusting(汚い)” towards these adult women really is can be interpreted as the narrator’s loathing towards adult women’s outstanding and evidently visible femininity. Their heavy
makeup, styled hair, and the motherhood represented by the “large belly” of the disgusting
woman, all combined to define the most self-evident and understandable femininity. Such femininity seems to be the ideal stereotype of female beings, and is suitable for being the vessel of
male’s gaze. Dazai’s description here recalls me the definitions of “abject” given by the French
linguist Julia Kristeva. “Abjection” was defined by Kristeva as a concept that exists and drifts inbetween subject and object, and it is usually used to describe those heterogeneous and marginalized groups such as the colored or the poor. In the patriarchal society, women are often linked
with abjection. She indicates her nausea towards things that could be included by “abjection”
such as the skin on the milk’s surface, stain, wounds or corpse as“I expel myself, I spit myself
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out, I abject myself within the same motion through which “I” claim to establish myself” (Kristeva 3). In exploring female’s gender identity, the narrator’s nausea towards those “hen-like”
adult women might assimilate with Kristeva’s description of a feeling aroused by abjection here.
To make it more understandable, when the concept of abjection is used by a woman to another
woman, abjection is used to describe those women who break the requirements of the "symbolic
order" representing women's interests, and are scorned in their own self-inflicted damage. To the
narrator, how did the existence of the adult women threaten her benefits or her regulations as a
shōjo? Such judgement is purely subjective as the narrator is setting herself as the standard to
measure adult women. From the physical appearance, those women who the narrator would call
“dirty” were clumsy in figure, and wore untidy hairstyles and attires, which is visually inharmonious to the narrator who was enjoying the beauty of youth. Then, linking back to the part when
the definition of shōjo was discussed, the “prohibited body” of shōjo to the complex society, domestic affairs and men also kept shōjo “clean and pure”. As we might know, this group of adult
women were the same group of those Meiji women, who are those suppressed by the standard
womanhood. The narrator seemed to aware that, she would degenerate to the group of “disgusting adult women” once she is no longer a shōjo. The deeper fear of her is indeed her fear towards
the fact that she would one day have to obey the existed rules forced on women and live under
others’ expectations. Through her self-criticisms on other aspects, we would be able to perceive
this.
In addition to that, not only did she believe adult women are “impure”(汚い), she would
also call herself “having such an impure heart as I am”(こんな⼼の汚い私) when she realize
that she is telling lies to cover her true thoughts in order to be the “good girl” and satisfy people
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surrounding her. She tries to convince herself that, it is smart to be someone who has no personalities and only follows the path that the majority would take. However, she could not refute the
fact of herself being a child that “stands apart”(中⼼はずれの⼦)(Dazai, 42). Although such
self-expectation of being mundane and obeying the existed rules are expressed, she also showed
her irrepressible willings to lead her own life and her incompatibility that she feels between herself and the society. As the narrator said, “Why is it that we cannot be happy with ourself or love
only ourself through our life? It is pathetic to watch whatever emotions or sense of reason I have
ひ

き

acquired up to that point be devoured by instinct”(Dazai 46-47). (引きずられながら満⾜して
ながめ

べつ の かんじょう

いる気持と、それを悲しい気持で眺めている別の感情と。なぜ私たちは、⾃分だけで満
⾜し、⾃分だけを⼀⽣愛して⾏けないのだろう). Maybe it is a good thing to let herself being pushed forward by the uncontrollable power, but she felt depressed for giving up the control
of her own life. The narrator showed her confusions and tangles on the social and gender norms
that she had to follow. She hated the self that is trying so hard to hide her personalities, but in the
mean time, she is unwilling to be one of those boring and impure ladies. As shōjo is defined as
“not yet a woman”, we see that such identity brings a lot of uncertainty and undefinedness when
conflicts happened between her imagined self image and her real self. The narrator has a strong
tendency of refusing the existed moral standards and embodying her own individualities. As she
thinks: “I hope for a revolution in ethics and morals. Then, my obsequiousness and this need to
plod through life according to others’ expectations would simply dissolve”(Dazai 43).”(早く道
徳が⼀変するときが来ればよいと思う。そうすると、こんな卑屈さも、また⾃分のため
でなく、⼈の思惑のために毎⽇をポタポタ⽣活することも無くなるだろう。) She
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doesn’t like adults and the feeling of growing up. She had realized that she could still be willful
sometime as a kid, but once she is an adult, she was expected to behave properly. While when
reading the part that she hated to please Mom’s guests but still did so, we see that the narrator
starts to loath herself for being coward and insincere for hiding her true self. “Everyone ate my
rococo cooking—either out of loneliness or exasperation—I tried to put on a happy face. …Mrs.
Imaida persistent yet empty and ignorant flattery eventually stirred my bile”(Dazai 75). The unwillingness of pleasing other people was stirred in her mind, while it was then repressed and
convinced by herself. “I hated it. I couldn’t take it anymore. I had tried as best as I could. Hadn’t
Mother seemed happy to see my patient and affable attitude today? Wasn’t that enough?”(Dazai
77). Her moods were always tangled, and we would see such conflicts between what she is expecting and what she had to do happen frequently. In addition, her denial of growing up was intensified by the death of her father and her separation with her sister. “I knew it that privilege of
mine had disappeared and, stripped bare, I was absolutely awful…Sis was married off, and Father was no longer here. Mother and I were left all alone”(Dazai 67). Her experience of growing
up always mingled with the sadness of having to say farewell with someone. All these made her
sighed when staring at her own body after showering, “I sensed that it was not the same white
body as when I was little.” “It made me miserable that I was rapidly becoming an adult and that I
was unable to do anything about it”(Dazai 85).

1.3 The Presences of other female characters
Besides expressing her sickened feelings towards strangers, the narrator also made an effort
on trying to understand adult womanhood through those adult women around her, such as her
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sister and her mother. In her memories, the narrator showed her reliance on her sister. “I remembered how, for some reason, I had wanted to be coddled by my sister, I couldn’t help but crave
her attention…” While when her sister was no longer a shōjo and gave birth to her own baby, the
narrator could only seek for comforts through recalling those days of relying on her sister. “…Sis
was no longer my own…I stood in a corner of that dim kitchen with a feeling of intense loneliness and, stunned… I yearn for everything long gone” (Dazai 62). To the narrator, the pale and
graceful Sis has gone along with the changing of her sister’s identity—from being an unmarried
shōjo to being one part of the impure adult women with the involvement of marriage and pregnancy. The gradual disappearance of the shōjo-ness became the narrator’s beautiful while lamentable memory of the past. When seeing herself and her sister walking apart from each other,
the division between womanhood and maidenhood was again clarified. “Girls live with ‘mother’s
language’ when they are young, move over to a sexless language, learn ‘men’s language’, and
then, before long, are urged to live using ‘women’s language’”(Copeland&Ericson 136). With
that has been said, we see the undeniable importance of mothers’ words to girls. In the story, The
narrator’s mother to her might be the most influential adult woman, and her mother was more
likely teaching the narrator to speak in "women’s langue”, follow the rules of how to behave
properly in the future. As the narrator remembered her childhood, “When I was little, when my
feelings about something were completely different from the others, I always used to ask Mother,
‘Why is that?’ At those times, Mother would dismiss me with a word and then be angry. Bad girl!
What’s wrong with you? She’d say sadly”(Dazai 42). The narrator’s mother is the most intimate
adult woman that she encountered in her daily life. We are able to see how her mother’s words
brought great influences on her. The mother played the role of pointing out the narrator’s abject
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behavior which is unsuitable in gender norms and regulations for girls. The narrator started repressed her true thoughts in order to please her mother. While when reading her understandings
of the relationship between her mother, we found a familiar sense of ambiguity. On one side,
when dressing her own hair, she would think how mother will like her hairstyle or not, “I bet
she’ll be pleased”(Dazai 69). While on the other side, she described such feeling of her as “absurd”. “I want to be a good daughter whose feelings are in perfect sync with Mother’s, and just
because of that, I go to these absurd lengths to please her”(Dazai 69). She loved to be her Mother’s good daughter, but she also felt annoying when found herself lost in her own expectations
for herself. Again, her conflicts between being a good daughter and an independent individual
was aroused. Motherhood is not the entire essence of womanliness, while it still significantly fits
into the idea of women. The lack of the physical existence of father also magnified such womanliness. Men indeed are comparatively powerless when encountering the sexual privilege—motherhood—of women, and Dazai decided to further weakened the possible masculinity in his work
by erasing a clear image of men.

1.4 Shaping the fictional world through sentimentalities rather than physical descriptions
Dazai’s use of stream of consciousness brings effects on shaping the narrator’s image of a
shōjo. By ignoring the physical appearance of almost all the characters that appear in this story,
Dazai is able to focus purely on the description of concepts, ideas, and senses. Through the flow
of the narrator’s consciousness, we find a lot of seasonal descriptions on summer. In addition to
that, the story is set on May, and summer is on the way of coming as we learned from her words,
“Summer seems to come from a cucumber’s greenness”(Dazai, 28). The scent of fish would re-
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mind the narrator of the summer in Hokkaido. Then, when she found the paper folding fan in the
desk drawer, she recalled: “This fan suddenly summoned last summer like a vapor. The days in
Yamagata, being on the train, wearing yukata, and watermelon, the river, cicadas, and windchimes”(Dazai 90). Her memories seemed to be always occupied by a sensory feeling of summer
such as the scent of watermelon or fish, or the visual image of people wearing yukata. By continuously drawing her thoughts back to summer time, a sense of vitality would quickly be
aroused. The upcoming summer season and the summer in her memory both set a warm and energetic tongue for the development of the story, and would be appropriate to emphasize the youth
of the narrator. In addition to that, the descriptions of summertime were also used to neutralize
the narrator’s depressed feelings that she described several paragraphs ahead. When taking a
shower and staring at her own body, the narrator suddenly felt into a helplessness when realized
that she could do nothing with the fact of growing up. “I splashed the bathwater about, trying to
imitate a child, but I still felt depressed. I was distressed, like there wasn’t any reason left to
live”(Dazai 86). Then the frog’s croaking, the summer in yamagata, the astonishing amount of
lilies—both the signs of summer in reality and in her memories played the role as a moderator
for her breath-taking distressfulness, and summer images and memories soon saved her from the
entanglements of sadness. I think, maybe by inserting such positive, energetic, and bright-colored images, Dazai is trying to distill the typical pessimistic feeling of “Dazai-ness” in order to
consolidate the identity of his teenage-aged narrator.
Besides the images of summer, the narrator also kept encouraging herself to stay away
from pessimistic emotions, and this also added positive senses to this story. She convinced herself that:“sometimes happiness arrives one night too late”; “Happiness will never come my way.
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I know that. But it’s probably best to go to sleep believing that it will surely come, tomorrow it
will come”(Dazai 101). When lying on the meadow and staring at the sky, she cried out “I want
to love everyone”. (みんなを愛したい)
Besides the seasonal setting, Dazai’s choice of language can also make us feel the rhythm
of the girl’s breath. One of the literary strategies that Dazai applied is that, he left some white
spaces for those parts that were only interpretable for the narrator herself. When the narrator was
having an art class and modeled for her teacher Mr. Ito, she said, “It’s a terrible thing to say, but I
guess it ends up making Mr.Ito look pretty stupid. He doesn’t even know about the embroidered
rose on my underclothes”.(Dazai 53)(いけないことだけれど、伊藤先⽣がバカに⾒えて
しょうがない。先⽣は、わたしの下着に、薔薇の花の刺繍のあることさえ、知らな
い。) The narrator is seemingly blaming Mr. Ito for not knowing the embroidery in her lingerie.
While behind her words, she is also complaining that Mr. Ito could not feel her delicate emotions, and could not understand her. This sentence especially gives me a true feeling of reading a
schoolgirl’s mind. Such delicate emotions were also private to the shōjo herself, and even Dazai,
the man who gave life to the narrator, would not be able to learn such feelings completely. Leaving a blank space here brings the story a stronger sense of reality. The writer admitted his limited
understanding of the shōjo, and the shōjo in the story kept some secrets of her from her male
teacher, the male writer, and the readers. In addition, Dazai made the narrator to use a lot of simple and easy metaphors when she was trying to present her sensory feelings. For example, when
describing her feelings of just woke up, the narrator said, “(Bleary and cloudy, then as the starch
gradually settles to the bottom and the skim rises to the top, at last my eyes wearily open.”(Dazai
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19)(濁って濁って、そのうちに、だんだん澱粉が下に沈み、少しずつ上澄が出来て、
やっと疲れて眼がさめる。朝は、なんだか、しらじらしい。).Here, the narrator picked up
the objects that are reachable in daily life—the starch— to describe the feeling of just waking up
in the morning. This metaphor not only makes her feelings more likely to arouse an empathy
with her readers, but also showed us how a teenage girl perceive her world. Using visual observations to describe an inner feeling can also be seen as a synesthesia. Another metaphor that is
applied in the same tongue is that, the narrator described the sudden philosophical inspiration as
“as pliant as tokoroten before you make them into noodles”. (哲学のシッポと⾔いたいのだけ
れど、そいつにやられて、頭も胸も、すみずみまで透明になって、何か、⽣きて⾏くこ
とにふわっと落ちついたような、黙って、⾳も⽴てずに、トコロテンがそろっと押し出
される時のような柔軟性でもって、このまま浪のまにまに、美しく軽く⽣きとおせるよ
うな感じがしたのだ。)Similarly, such metaphor also makes us feel the loveliness of the narrator, and makes her image more realistic, and more familiar. Another interesting metaphor is that,
she described the feeling of remembering people and things from long time ago as “the scent of
pickled radish that you just can’t get rid of”(Dazai 22).
To her, things like death or separation with intimate ones seemed to be annoying, as annoying as
the scent of pickled radish. We readers would soon understand what she felt at that certain
moment, and her way of dealing with her consciousness. Through the metaphors, her
untouchable feelings were turned into touchable and smellable senses, and we readers would feel
that we are able to grasp part of her life.
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While as when Dazai was using the strategy of stream of consciousness to create a story,
it would be unavoidable for him to put part of his thoughts into the girl’s world. When reading
the story, some sentences would make me feel that it would be too sophisticated for a fourteenyear-old girl to speak like this. Sometimes it could be a sudden, acute but helpless depression and
guilty towards herself. When finishing her haircut and felt unsatisfied by her new hairstyle, she
said,
No matter how you looked at it. I didn’t look cute at all. I felt wretched. Totally
dejected. I had slipped over here just to have my hair done, and now to feel like
such a scruffy hen made me deeply contrite. (Dazai 54)(どう⾒たって、私は、
ちっとも可愛くない。あさましい気がした。したたかに、しょげちゃっ
た。こんな所へ来て、こっそり髪をつくってもらうなんて、すごく汚らし
い⼀⽻の雌鶏みたいな気さえして来て、つくづくいまは後悔した。私た
ち、こんなところへ来るなんて、⾃分⾃⾝を軽蔑していることだと思っ
た。).
We learned that the narrator cared a lot about her own looking. While when reading her own reflections of the unsatisfied hairstyle, such dissatisfaction has grown beyond pure worries on
looking. It even brought a deeper non-confidence and guilty. Could a small change on her looking indeed bring the narrator such a huge self-loathing? To me, her reaction was mixed with her
long-lasting dissatisfaction on herself and the Dazai-styled depression. The added Dazai-ness
pushed the narrator’s depressive emotion to a more uncontrollable place. At some point of the
story, the narrator expressed to us her understanding of death and even a tendency to suicide.
When she was thinking the painfulness that Mother suffered after her father passed away, she
then switched from her self-criticizing for not being Mom’s good daughter to the exploration of
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death. “I go about saying how pained and tormented, how lonely and sad I feel, but what do I
really mean by that? If I hereto speak the truth, I would die”(Dazai 93).(くるしみがあるの、悩
んでいるの、寂しいの、悲しいのって、それはいったい、なんのことだ。はっきり⾔っ
たら、死ぬる。) She also went further to talk about her understanding of the suicided young
people. “There were even some who would resolve to kill themselves. And when that happened,
everyone would say, Oh, if only she had lived a little longer she would have known, if she were a
little more grown up she would have figured it out. But if those people were to think about it
from our perspective, and see how we had tried to endure despite how terribly painful it all was,
and how we had even tried to listen carefully, as hard as we could, to what the world might have
to say, they would see that, in the end, the same bland lessons were always being repeated over
and over, you know, well, merely to appease us”(Dazai 98). The bystanders would say to those
who choose to end their lives because of the unbearable pain that they were not matured, or
strong enough. The fact is that, those who give up clearly know that everything would be fine
once they struggle through the present, however, they feel deathly desperate at this moment and
could not move even one step. This is how the narrator talked her perspective of suicide. To her,
death is deeply tangled with loneliness and uneasiness. Maybe we would say that because she
experienced such pain in a too young age, she had a deeper understanding of death than her
peers. However, the Dazai-ness that was revealed unintentionally could not be ignored. Dazai
was seemingly expressing his own attitude towards death and suicide from a young girl’s
tongue.While as such a long interpretation of suicide somewhat disjointed with what we have
learned about the narrator, it looks more like that the writer’s own real thoughts were leaking out
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from his mind. Another self-reflection in the story might sound more like an exhortation that
Dazai was given to himself. “I thought I would even give up reading books. I would scorn the
pointless, haughty posturing, scorn its abstracted way of living. There I go again—pondering the
purposelessness of my day-to-day life, wishing I had more ambition, and lamenting all the contradictions in myself—when I know its just sentimental nonsense”(Dazai 42). (本なんか読むの
⽌めてしまえ。 観念だけの⽣活で、無意味な、⾼慢ちきの知ったかぶりなんて、軽
蔑、軽蔑。やれ⽣活の⽬標が無いの、もっと⽣活に、⼈⽣に、積極的になればいいの、
⾃分には⽭盾があるのどうのって、しきりに考えたり悩んだりしているようだが、おま
えのは、感傷だけさ。かんしょう). Here, to a teenage girl, such self-analysis sounds too penetrating. Her life was just about to start, while she had already complaining herself for leading
such a “purposeless life”.

1.5 Chapter Conclusion
At the end of the story Joseito, the narrator said, “Goodnight. I am the Cinderella without
her prince. Do you know where i am in Tokyo? I won’t see you again.”(Dazai 89)(おやすみな
さい。私は、王⼦さまのいないシンデレラ姫。あたし、東京の、どこにいるか、ごぞん
じですか？ もう、ふたたびお⽬にかかりません。). This is a beautiful yet thought-provoking paragraph. Throughout the entire text of Joseito, including the first part of this paragraph, the
narrator referred herself as a gender-neutral “わたし(watashi)”, while the way that the narrator
addressed herself in the last sentence suddenly switched to a very feminine “あたし(atashi)”.
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The monologue-styled story, or shall be seen as an epistolary-styled story, resembles with Stefan
Zweig’s novella “Letter from an Unknown Women”. This style of writing not only expresses the
feelings that the author intended to convey, but also made the protagonists to communicate with
readers, bringing distance between the narrator and the reader closer . The last paragraph indeed
communicates with readers. It serves as a letter shoved into your mailbox at some time, without a
specific reason or evidence, telling you a story, and then has disappeared since then. What’s
more, as that has been said earlier, womanhood also brings the idea of sexuality and fertility.
Specifically in this text, the above-mentioned change of the self-address from the neutral watashi
to the childish girl’s atashi expresses a resistance and rebellion against the natural transformation
from shōjo to mother. The narrator has determined, by citing the image of Prince and Cinderella,
that she would rather sink in a life of self-decadence and self-abandonment than to behave along
the existing rules of the society. The last sentence “I will not meet with you again” also reflects
the firmness of such thought. Thus, the last paragraph again emphasized the narrator’s unwillingness to grow up and enter society.

Chapter 2 Segmented Hallucinations and Gazes: a close reading of Perfect Blue
In 1995, the animation director Kon Satoshi was recognized by Mad House Animation for
his participation in the production of JOJO's Wonderful Adventure. At the same time, the original
author of Perfect Blue was interested in adapting his work into a film. After a discussion among
three parties of the production team, it was decided that Kon would be the director and make a
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radical adaptation of the original work while keeping the three elements of "idol, horror and
stalker". The script was written by Kon himself.
The story is about the idol singer Kirigoe Mima, who is a core member of the threemember girl group CHAM!. Due to the low popularity of the group, Mima quit the group and
became an actress under the arrangement of her office. On one hand, her acting career is hindered, and Mima had to accept the shooting for a fictional rape scenes and nude portraits in order
to become more popular. On the other hand, threatening letters which were calling Mima a "traitor" were continuously sending to her. Then, a website called "Mima's Room" appears. It describes Mima's private life in detail as if her life is supervised from all angles. As the story goes,
people around Mima are killed one after another. Mima seems to be hallucinating and becomes
more and more unable to tell whether she is in reality or in a dream. In this chapter, the focus
will be on the film Perfect Blue.
Though the director Kon is also male, the story delicately shows to us the development of
a young girl’s mental status and her feelings towards the outside world. In this section of the
project, the interpretation of ideas behind this film will be based on close readings of either
scenes or the elements in the setting of the environment. Both Kon’s own words quoted from his
lecture and related secondary readings will be referred to as a supplement in order to build my
argument. A detailed analysis will be first based upon the fictional rape scene which pushed the
story into a climax in the film. This part of the story expresses the demolition of Mima’s idol
identity from both the perspective of others’ understandings on the group of shōjo-idol and
Mima’s own definition of her image. Then, the second part will take us to read the arrangement
of Mima’s room and comprehends the space of her room as a projection of Mima’s mental status.
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Fig. 2.1.1
The third part of the discussion will be built on

the role of the aquarium in Mima’s room. This

seemingly unnoticeable yet noteworthy furniture indeed resonates with the film analyzer Christian Metz’s usage of metaphor between the actor and the aquarium, in which shows to us part of
Mima’s anxiety’s origins. Lastly, the macroscopic idea of male gaze will be introduced in order
to collect all the related fragments in the story. We will be able to see how the idea of gaze is
symbolized in the animation through images.

2.1 Destroying the ritualized shōjo idol through the fictional rape scene
Throughout the entire movie, the fictional rape scene might be one of the most striking
and shocking scene within the entire length of the movie. Even the director Kon Satoshi would
question himself if he was “I have gone to far.”(やりすぎた) when producing such an emotion-
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ally excessive scene with too much tabloid motifs. In the story, the protagonist Mima convinced
herself and her manager Rumi to accept the shooting assignment given by the script writer Mr.
Shibuya for the purpose of gaining more exposure on the screen. The character that Mima played
in the TV series Double Bind was named Takakura Yoko. Mima was about to perform a fictional
rape scene as the character Yoko was sexually assaulted and raped in a strip club. When Mima’s
manager Rumi and her boss were negotiating in the agency, Rumi expressed strong dissatisfaction towards this scene by saying “But, Mima is an idol! Isn’t that so?” Rumi’s words implied the
significance of purity and chastity for a young idol like Mima. While Mima decided to take this
performance by stressing that she had decided to be an actress and would be willing to act professionally for whatever scenes she was assigned. Through Mima’s own expressions, we would
learn that Mima took this opportunity as her own chance to transit from an idol to an actress, and
also as to reinforce the presence of her actress identity within herself. Then, at the shooting site,
either relevant to the shooting project or not, male staff were all gathering around the shooting
stage or gazing Mima through the monitors at the backstage. They were whispering with each
other around with a recognizable smile on their face. In Fig. 2.1.1, one staff yelled to others that :
“We are ready for the shooting.(こちらオッケーです。)”, and then the big camera immediately
tilted up towards Mima. Here, in Kon Satoshi’s own lecture explaining the storyboard of Perfect
Blue, he implied to audiences that the tilted camera, if one is creative enough, indeed could be
imagined as the symbolization of men’s penile erection. Under the gaze of the camera eye,
Mima gave the bystanders a nervous pose of holding herself tightly and with a seemingly painful
look on her face. As the director started to count down, Mima then extended her arms and legs
for the filming. In the following scenes, the background of Mima is always full of vague and
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Fig. 2.1.2
similar male actors’ faces with eyes filled with discomforting gaze. Then, the producer at the
backstage praised Mima’s acting skills by saying “Mima is a former idol, indeed. No wonder
why she did so well.”(さすがに元アイドルだね。). To analyze this transitional moment for
Mima when turning from an idol to an actress, we shall first look at all the homogenized bystanders. Those men who enjoyed looking on the rape scene were indeed representing a group
instead of emphasizing on any individual. To better understand the relationship between Mima
and her observers, it would be meaningful to demonstrate the concept of shōjo idols defined by
Aoyagi Hiroshi in his book Island of Eight Million Smiles. Aoyagi states that, idols are a group
of people who attract others with their own talents and present an idealized lifestyle for the public (Aoyagi 6-8). Young girl idols like Mima’s previous group CHAM created a meaningful life-
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style and gender ideals through their glittering performances on stage for their fans. Though
Mima was no longer an idol, being an actress still put her into a transactional relationship between herself and the bystanders. That is to say, all her behaviors and performances were put under the spotlight, and her own existence was often imagined as a dream or a fantasy for male fans
to chase after. In this specific scene, seeing the respected and sacred “gen-aidoru” being trampled on and easily violated, those male actors or irrelevant male staff were giving a grateful facial expression to show their pleasantness and stimulations that touching, violating, or destroying
the sacredness of Mima could bring to them. Mima, lying at the center of the stage with men
grabbing her bodies, was no longer the one that they should look upon. To others, Mima was degenerated from a respectful model into a normal female being, just like the rest. In addition to
that, with the director Kon’s own interpretation, we could also see the image of Mima to her
male audiences as being objectified into only femininity which brought sexual pleasure to men.
Theoretically rooted in Lacan's psychoanalytic doctrine, the film theorist Christian Metz’s idea of
the second cinematic semiotics holds that the eye is an organ of desire, and that the viewer can
derive pleasure and desire satisfaction from the act of watching. (Metz 50) The tilted camera
which gave close-ups on Mima’s body indeed resonated with Metz’s idea.The scene symbolized
the bind between desire and vision. Then, in Fig 2.1.2, we see that Kon decided to give a closeup to Mima’s face. Seeing the changes in her eyes, we found the light in Mima’s eyes disappeared and became empty. As Kon himself explained, it is an indication of the death of Mima’s
idol part inside her. Her career as an shōjo-idol ended at this point, and part of her own identity
also vanished. As we have known from the previous chapter, the identity of shōjo is often tied
together with the concepts of purity, chastity and sexual innocence, so as to the identity of shōjo-
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idol. The novelist Otsuka Eiji defined in his book Ethnography of Shōjo that, shōjo is “the prohibited body”(Eiji ). Thus, a rape scene to Mima would mean a disclosure of the “prohibited
body” of her, and we certainly see why her manager Rumi showed such a strong disagreement
towards such scene. To Mima, a direct and explicit indication of sexual intercourse would direct
point to her sexual maturation and the loss of her virginity as a shōjo on the screen. To her fans
or audiences, Mima’s innocent body was violated, and no longer being a secret. Rather than
wearing jeans or pink-and-white dresses, Mima started to put on heavy makeup and seductive
costumes after her body parts were exposed during this shooting. The changes on her image also
indicates an end of her identity as a shōjo, and a progress towards beings a matured woman.
Thus, the main idea behind the setting of the fictional rape scene is that, it marked the
transition of Mima’s identity. Her idol identity resigned from the leading role, and her actress
identity was now the primary one. Also from this point on, Mima’s subjective consciousness
started to become vague, and her inner world was about to fall apart.

2.2 Reflections of Mima’s Room to her inner world
In the Chinese translated version of the Perfect Blue, the name of the film was modified
into “Mima’s Room”(Weima de Buwu). To some extend, it shows to us significant roles of both
the physical space of Mima’s apartment room and the homepage created by her fetishized fans
which was granted with such name. Here, we will first gaze at Mima’s bedroom from the more
direct perspective, which is from the physical appearance of the young girl’s bedroom. As we are
all aware, all the details in an animation film are carefully designed, including the layout and
changes that happened in every corner of Mima’s bedroom. The importance of Mima’s living
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space lies in its relation to both the indication of the developing plots and the changes happened
in Mima’s inner world. Through the entire film, Mima’s bedroom was detailedly portrayed from
the first sight when Mima came back home after deciding to finish her career as an idol. The second close-up given to her room was given at the time point when Mima came back from the
shooting for rape scene. Then, after the first time when she saw the virtual Mima in her room and
Mima’s mentality became clearly unstable, we audiences were shown the entire picture of
Mima’s bedroom from the same angle for several times and watching Mima being awakened by
nightmares. The Chinese-American geographer Yi-Fu Tuan stated the way space and place relate
to human behavior in his book Space and Place as: “…The built environment, like languages,
has the power to define and refine sensibility. It can sharpen and enlarge consciousness. Without
architecture feelings, space must remain diffuse and fleeting”(Tuan 107). By changing the

Fig. 2.2.1
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Fig. 2.2.2
arrangement and color of Mima’s living space, Kon tried to capture such “sensibility” of feelings
through their epitomization on the “built environment”. He hoped to show us how the environmental setting of the room is entangled with his character’s status at that moment. Then, how
shall we approach the disclosure of the deeper meanings of Mima’s room? Still borrowing words
from Tuan, “The relationship of environment to feeling seems clear; but in fact, general rules are
difficult to formulate…One [factor] is that the feeling of spaciousness feeds on contrast. For example, a house is a compact and articulated world compared with the valley outside”(Tuan 55).
Similar to the example of “a compact house” and “the valley outside” given by Tuan, Kon also
gave audiences the reference object—Mima’s entire living space at its original state which appeared at the beginning with every detail exposed— for formulating such contrast. I will explain
how such contrast is formulated through the setting of scenes, and what kind of feelings are indi-
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Fig. 2.2.3
cated. In Fig. 2.2.1, we shall see that Mima’s original room could be categorized as a typical
shōjo’s room. As said by Dollase, “In order to gain entry to the world of the girl one must first
engage with these ‘colors, fragrance and sounds’ ”(Dollase xiii). Fresh bouquets were hanging on
the wall. Around her bed, we see stuffed toys sitting properly at the foot and head of the bed.
Cushions, blankets, and pillowcase were all drawn in mild and warm colors. Mima’s bedroom
wouldn’t described as spacious, while it was tidy and comfortable with everything, including her
plants, flowers and fishes, being taken care of prudentially. All the decorations and daily necessities around her room present such rich colors and fragrance of a young girl’s flowery life to us.
Besides, we shall remember this specific top-view angle of how the full view of Mima’s room
was presented, as it would reappear frequently each time when the room setting was shown.
Similar to writers of shōjo fictions like Yoshiya Nobuko who often used decorative words and
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expressions to visualize a vivid image of their young female characters, Kon tried to put the detailed description on the living space of shōjo into direct images in order to consolidate the “fantasized, idolized and celebrated” and “only to be admired by readers/viewers” shojos. (Dollase
33). As stated by Mizuki Takahashi, “illustrations were key to developing a recognizable and appealing image of perfect shōjo”(Dollase 34). Illustrations of Mima’s private living space help
audiences to imagine Mima as one of those perfect and delicate shojos. Such perfectness and
cleanness that have been emphasized here through images helped to intensify the impactive shattering of her identity as a shōjo idol.
Then, with the original arrangement of her room in mind, we shall move to another closeup scene given to Mima’s bedroom. In Fig.2.2.2, we see the condition of Mima’s bedroom after
she came back home from the shooting for the rape scene. Mima at this point was bursting into
tears and helplessly ransacking her room. She then huddled herself on her bed and cried. As we
see from the image, her room was getting messy. Her wine bottles, cups, makeups, or even her
treasured stuffed bears were all falling on the floor in all directions. Not only did her tropical
fishes in the aquarium dead mysteriously, flowers in her room had all withered. The messy appearance of her room sharply contrasted with the previous image of her flowery shōjo’s room.
The loosing of tidiness and orderliness of her bedroom implied her uneasiness in mind. The entire tone of her room also changed to a paler and colder color. Blue and black were increasingly
used by Kon to deliver a sense of uncomfortableness with no lights and hopes. Kon commented
on this scene in his lecture given to the Perfect Blue as, “Rooms are representations of the characters themselves…so, because she’s all torn up inside, she wants to tear up her room” (Kon
1997). Then, Fig.2.2.3 was shown further in the second half of the work. Mima, sitting on her
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bed in the middle of the room was torn between reality and fantasies due to excessive mental
stress. The images of instantaneous transfer from her company to her bedroom appeared repeatedly. It implied that Mima can no longer distinguish between her imaginations and reality. The
room stepped into a further disordered and scattered stage. The randomly scattered junks on her
floor also made the room appeared to be crowded with little space left for Mima to live. Such
crowdedness, along with the sense of confinement that the gesture of Mima huddling herself
brought to me, emphasized an uneasy and constrained feeling. If putting such feeling into a further stage, it could again be linked together with the interpretation on the relationship between
the opposite sex. John Berger discussed the role of men and women in regard to the idea of “seeing" expansively in his book Ways of Seeing.“To be born a woman has been to be born, within an
allotted and confined space, into the keeping as a result of their ingenuity in living under such
tutelage within such a limited space”(Berger 46). Here, Berger paralleled women’s role as the
observed or performed ones under men’s observation with the idea of space. To him, women’s
living space in this patriarchal society was deprived as women’s value would be determined by
their appearance in men’s eyes. The narrowing down of Mima’s activity room in her own apartment also indicated that her self-consciousness and initiatives for living her own life was intruded and occupied. The self in her mind was getting smaller space to survive because of the pressure forced on her. The female figure serves only as a visual motive that constitutes a spectacle
and provokes men’s desire to watch women’s presence, and the film directly, if not somewhat
cruelly, presents this attribute of Mima with deep sympathy for her as a tender woman and as the
focus of mass media visual spectacle. Thus, Mima, was mostly alone, with nobody to communicate or to be looked over, and no one to listen to her inner confusion. The tone, the untidy
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arrangement, and Mima’s gesture when sitting on the bed all turned the room at this point into a
symbol of isolation from the outside world with endless self-imposed and painful darkness. This
is another deliberate use of the representations of room to express Mima’s mental chaos.
We might have already found this top-view angle to be intriguing. I would imagine that
the position that Kon decided to let audiences’ look pierce in was usually the position where a
surveillance camera would be installed. Mima’s life was crazily monitored by the Me-mania and
all the cameras that were focused on her. Audiences would then realize that, we have also been
sneakingly monitoring Mima’s life even in her most private living space. We are also involved
into the list of Me-mania and Mima’s inner world.
The second layer of meanings of the name “Mima’s room” lies in the homepage called
“Mima’s room”. Under the guidance of her manager Rumi, Mima learned to use the internet and
began to follow this website on a regular basis. She became aware that someone was writing
down her daily life in detail and she began to be inexplicably anxious. The comments that someone wrote in Mima’s tongue were all trying to guide Mima to return to her idol career, which led
to Mima’s fantasy of the virtual Mima dressing in her idol costumes. While on the other side, it is
also the only space left where the idol Mima was still kept alive. It would also be possible that
the “Mima” which was described on the homepage was actually Mima’s own projection of her
ideal life. In addition to that, Mima’s identity as the watched one is also emphasized through the
existence of this homepage. Under the coverage of the modern visual industry, we can expand
the sources of what shall be viewed by us through various media such as television, magazines,
and the internet.These medias have all became the extensions of our eyes. Thus every movement
of Mima was watched by the public. The relationship between seeing and being seen in this film
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Fig. 2.3.1
is rich and intricate, as Mima, Mima’s fans and followers, her coworkers, and even us as audiences of this film had all became Mima’s watchers. With every single detail being exposed online without any privacy, Mima was standing in the position of being watched throughout the entire story. “Mima’s room” as a place where visitors can peek into Mima’s life became a significant symbol which indicates Mima’s role as the being watched one. At the same time, Mima’s
own room scenes recurred in the film and then furthered the messiness in her mind when standing under such spotlight.

2.3 Mima’s life as the aquarium and its audiences
There are three points when the aquarium at Mima’s apartment is given long close-ups.
The aquarium first appeared at the same time when we are able to observe Mima’ s room, then it
appeared again when Mima was having her breakdown after the shooting for the rape scene. Its
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final appearance occurred by the end of the story when Mima encountered the virtual Mima in
the room. Analyzing from the carefully selection of the time points of the aquarium’s occurrence,
I think the aquarium has been symbolized and assigned duties on enriching the story and Mima’s
image. Fig.2.3.1 shows the scene when Mima was taking care of her tropical fishes and talking
to them after she went back home. We would first recognize how Mima’s loneliness was comforted by the fishes she kept. Then, when taking a step backwards, we would then find something
noticeable on the fish tank that was deliberately designed by Kon. In his lecture on the Perfect
Blue, Kon stated that the scale size of the aquarium was intentionally designed to have the same
scale size with a TV screen. Thus, the aquarium was playing the role of monitoring Mima’s personal life.
The same idea was also indicated by the film analyzer Christian Metz’s work the Imaginary Signifier: Psychoanalysis and the Cinema. Interestingly, Metz compared the relationship
between actors and those who observe them, usually we audiences, with the relationship between
fishes in the aquarium and their audiences. He sees the actors in the shoot as being placed in an
aquarium-like space. The space is relatively closed, surrounded by transparent glass walls with a
multitude of gazing eyes outside. As Metz said, “…and that [the actor] lives in a kind of aquarium, one which is simply a little less generous with its ‘apertures’ than real aquariums”(Metz, 96).
We might relate the aquarium with Metz’s concept and seeing the aquarium as a physically symbolized vision of audiences’ gaze on actors. Under the umbrella of the modern visual industry,
we can expand the sources of what is viewed through various media such as television or internet. We are making these medias as the extension of our eyes. Thus, every move of the actress
Mima is watched by the crowd. This relationship between seeing and being seen is again en-
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riched and emphasized here through this specific arrangement in Mima’s room. Mima’s fans,
collaborators, all her followers, or even us as viewers of the film become her watchers. Gazes on
Mima are inescapable. Mima was exposed to the spotlight and the camera from the beginning to
the end, and was in the position of being watched. Such loss of privacy also worsened Mima’s
anxiety for being a celebrity.

Fig. 2.3.2
Then, the next scene that we were presented in Fig. 2.3.2 with the aquarium’s image is
when Mima came back home after her shooting. Mima was greeting to her tropical fishes with a
delighted voice, asking if they were waiting to be fed, then she was immediately shocked when
seeing all her fished dead except only two. We audiences were given a shot of Mima’s frightened
expression as if we were looking at her from inside the aquarium. In other words, if imaging the
aquarium as a screen of a monitor, here we could see ourselves as watchers of Mima’s life again.
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Comparatively speaking, Mima was acting in front of the “camera”. The way that Kon chose to
present Mima and her aquarium at this point might also indicates Mima’s lack of ability for
telling the realty and fantasy. Both Mima and audiences were unable to tell whether if Mima was
still acting in a fictional story or just leading her real life. Besides, the death of fishes also be
comes another footnote for the indication that "the idol Mima is dead". Kon made everything in

Fig. 2.3.3
Mima’s room, including fishes or flowers, to die for the purpose of highlighting a sense of lifelessness. Mima then cried out and messes up her room out of control, just like her chaotic heart.
In the aquarium, only two small tropical fish survived as we shall see in Fig.2.3.3 Kon
hoped to use the image of these two fishes swimming around each other as a metaphor for the
survival competition that was happening between the virtual Mima and the Mima who was walking on the path for becoming an actress. The virtual Mima then was about to threaten the exis-
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tence of the real Mima. Beginning from this scene, she started to see the image of virtual Mima
more frequently in her daily life, and her consciousness fell into a greater confusion.
The last scene that we saw the aquarium appeared in our sight is when Mima was driven
back home by her manager Rumi. Mima was standing in front of the aquarium and calling her
supervisor Mr. Tadokoro. As the phone rang, we saw this creepy image— Mr. Tadokoro and Memania had been murdered with blood covering their eyes on the other end of the line. Then,
Mima threw her sight into the aquarium and found all her dead fishes now floating inside. The
aquarium here became a reminder for us to learn that Mima was not in her real home and something unusual was about to happen. The development of the plot here was promoted. As Kon said
in his lecture, he wished that the film could leave audiences more space for their own imagination and deduction instead of being told every detail straightforwardly. While he also left a great
amount of hint, such as the aquarium, for audience to expand their imagination.

2.4 Male Gaze and Crafted gender norms
Besides shooting for the fictional rape scene, the other work that Mima forced herself to
do and increased the collapsing of her mind is taking nude photos for the photo album. In order
to highlight the significant transition of Mima’s identity, Kon delicately depicted the reactions
from Mima’s fans who had been chasing after her since her idol period and her previous group
members. Before diving into a close analysis on this specific scene in the film, it is important to
learn the ideas relating to fandom that Kon included in Perfect Blue. Young female pop-idols like
girls in Mima’s previous idol group CHAM! are “overwhelmingly framed by men and imposed
upon the young female performers to please the male audience”(Aoyagi 111). In Fig. 2.4.1, we
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Fig. 2.4.1
would see a typical performance of girl idols. The audiences were young men who were either
taking photos of the girls on stage or cheering and yelling for the enjoyment of the show. Mima
and the other two members were wearing pink and white costumes which would be typically described as cute, singing lyrics themed on innocent love or youth, and dancing with enthusiasm
and cuteness. Such scenario fitted perfectly with the motto for pop-idols: “pure, righteous, and
pretty (kiyoku, tadashiku, utsukushii)”(Aoyagi 114). While transforming into an actress certainly
put Mima into a state of paradox. She was known by her young male fans for her pure-heartedness. After shooting for the rape scene, her innocence and purity as a shōjo was publicly ruined.
Then, either voluntarily or involuntarily, she was receiving shooting works for her nudity. Such
incident certainly irritated Mr. Me-mania, who treasured the idol Mima as his own possession. In
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Aoyagi’s book, Aoyagi interviewed real pop-idols and their fans, and we could explore the hidden internal monologue of Mr. Me-mania through words from real male fans. “By being pure,
righteous, and pretty, she assures us that she is non-flirtatious, at least overtly, and that she is
treating everyone fairly. By looking innocent, she makes us all feel secure… that she has no intention to betray us”(Aoyagi 135). To understand the deeper meanings behind, the idea of cute
pop-idols should be associated with the idea of “ryosai kenbo” for young girls. “A derivation of
the term kawaiso whose principle meanings include pathetic, poor, and pitiable, kawaii or ‘cute’
articulates a vulnerable, subordinate, even disabled personality that deserves personal attention,
care, or support”(Aoyagi 152). As what have been mentioned earlier, when Mima was trying to
switch her own image from a traditional ideology to a vibrantly-sexual one, not only did her
male fans found themselves being sexually threatened, but also they found Mima no longer
needed their excessive supports. Thus, the scale of the actress Mima’s fans shrank significantly.
Seeing Mima now appeared to be seductive and sexy in front of the camera with her body
being gazed by male audiences, Mr. Me-mania felt unsecured. He ran to the bookstore and
bought up all the magazines with Mima’s photos on the covers as if he could possess Mima by
doing this. He was also leaving threatening comments towards the actress Mima on the website
page called “Mima’s Room”. In the film setting, Mima’s nude photography session was paralleled to the new CHAM!’s concert. The remaining members of the idol group were commenting
on Mima’s new business and kept repeating “She’s totally ‘kebon’ now!” In Kon’s own lecture,
he emphasized on the word choice of“kebon”. Its literal meaning points to a cryptic indication of
being naked. Here, the unseriousness that the word delivered to us also showed the frivolous nature of the rest two shōjo-idols in CHAM!. Different from the offensive smell that Me-mania
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sensed from Mima’s photo album, the two girls were making fun of their previous partner for her
degradation of herself and betrayal to her idol identity.
One of the most noticeable details in this film is the tremendous amount of scenes with
men holding cameras. Throughout the whole film, we would see such symbol since CHAM’s
concert depicted at the beginning of it. Then, during the plot of Mima’s photography shooting
session, the images appeared with an even higher frequency. The sounds of the cameras’ shutter
blended into the background music. To me, images of these men could be interpreted as a magni-

Fig. 2.4.2
fication of male gaze. As we have learned, the idea of male gaze was first concluded by Laura
Mulvey in her analytical writings Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema. The idea was introduced along in a film theory as, men were usually the observers of women. The visual pleasure
that men gained are usually from their projected fantasies on women’s images(Mulvey 11). That
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is to say, when seeing scenes like men staffs were gathering around Mima and holding cameras
towards her during the shooting for the rape scene whether or not they were involved in this job,
we soon would realize those men were enjoying the affections or sexual desires that Mima
aroused on them.
In addition, although they were gazing at Mima at the shooting scene without any coverage, such behavior was indeed a peep. As Metz had said, the nature of peep is a psychological
behavior instead of an eyeball movement. When peeping on Mima, those male staff transcoded

Fig. 2.4.3
Mima into an object of sexual fantasy and derived the thrill of being in control of the situation.
Mima herself, being sexually objectified, was not as significant to them as we might expect. For
Mima, she had to cater and satisfy those gazes on her. Stretching her body and giving tempting
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facial expressions to the camera, Mima was expressing a calculated charm to men who she imagined looking at her. Mima was turned into a provider of femininity. Scenes like what have been
shown in Fig. 2.4.2 would appear each time when the transition of scenes happened and the storyline jumped back and forth between Mima’s shooting session and the new CHAM!’s concert.
The continuous cuts of scenes and the shutter sound indeed add a sense of vivacity and dynamic
into this part, while a sense of repression also aroused. As that has been put forwarded in the previous part, Kon paralleled the tilting camera which was facing toward Mima during the shooting
for the rape scene with men’s penile erection. Here, the relationship between men and camera
were again strengthened. The ideas of gazing were certainly revealed not only from the depictions of pure flesh eyes but also fleshless machines.

Fig. 4.3
Fig 2.4.4
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Kon certainly was not satisfied with a single symbol pointing the idea of gazing. He
raised such idea to an unpleasantly noticeable level through the details in the murder scenes in
his movie. All men who assigned jobs to Mima were mysteriously murdered, and their eyes were
stabbed without an exception. The photographer’s death would be the most analyzable one. The
murderer, who pretended to be a pizza deliverer and had a similar body figure with Mima,
stabbed into the photographer’s eye when he bent down to pick up something. There are speculations about whether the murderer is Mima, Rumi, or someone else. While then in Fig. 2.4.4 ,
we were shown that Mima, with splattered blood on her face and her own photos being projected
on the wall behind, was holding a knife and stabbed into a body with extreme anger as if she was
revenging on that man. Every time she stabbed, the shutter sounded along with Mima’s nude
photos flashing through. Although we are unsure whether the Mima stabbing the photographer is
Mima in reality or in imagination, what we can say for sure is that the underlying motivation for
the murderer to decide to kill these men was its revenge for their crime of "murdering the perfect
idol Mima”. Mima’s purity as an idol was ruined, and those who contributed to such outcome
shall pay the price. Then we might wonder why the murderer chose to stab into the photographer’s eyes first? To me, the murderer would consider men’s gaze to be the weapon that they used
to tarnish Mima’s chastity as a shōjo-idol. It is the presence of men’s lust, which is expressed
through their greedy glance, that gradually pushed Mima away from her own pursue. As that has
been said by John Berger, “Her[Women’s] own sense of being in herself is supplanted by a sense
of being appreciated as herself by another[men]”(Berger 46). The actor Mima’s achievement
came from her attraction to male audiences. Thus, Mima’s sense of self was supplanted by her
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desire to please them, and such result was carried forward by the jobs she was assigned to, starting from the shooting for the rape scene.

2.5 Chapter Conclusion
To put it in a conclusion, Mima under Kon Satoshi’s direction once lost on the way of
seeking her true self, and we see her entanglements and the conflicts that she faced between her
own expectations and the reality. Through a close reading on the film’s scenes, we learn how the
slight changes that Kon delicately arranged clarify the dramatic changes happened to Mima’s
life. In this chapter, I examined the symbols and hidden meanings within the fictional rape scene.
Then, with Kon's building of Mima’s living space, we see how both the physical and virtual setting of Mima's room reveal the relationship between the watched one and it audiences. Another
detailed close-up that is focused in this part of the entire project is the symbol of the aquarium. I
briefly stated the idea of aquarium under the film theorist Christian Metz’s words. The image of
aquarium and the fishes inside could contribute to the idea of “seeing" and also the development
of the entire plot. The fourth part of this chapter focuses on the definition of male gaze in Perfect
Blue. Men's gaze to the shojo-idol in this film is amplified by men’s images of holding a camera
and continuously pressing the shutter.
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Conclusion
As what I have mentioned earlier, these two works of different ways of presenting and
disparate time of release share similarities—the essence of shōjo’s concept. Although the two
narrators were created at different time period and were standing at different stages of being a
shojo, we see both two young girls’s struggles and difficulties on the road of growing up and getting more matured. In both of the two works, the narrators had once questioned themselves or
been confused for their definitions of their identities. In the beginning of the story, we see the
narrator defending for all the young girls like her, which could be drawn a connection with
Shimizu Shikin’s defense for girl students in the Meiji period. The insistence lies inside every
shōjo’s mind lasts. Then, the narrator in Joseito tried to draw the demarcation line between herself and adult women by calling them “impure” in order to clarify her own shōjo-ness. Through
her memories and reflections on her sister and mother, we also see the narrator’s belief on growing apart from shōjo period. While Mima’s confusion on herself, as a protagonist in a film, is
shown through the slight changes happened in her eyes’ expressions and the setting of her living
space as a mirror of her mental state.
Besides, another intriguing point that authors of these two works make in order to embody the process of seeking one's identity is that, Dazai used mainly monologues while Kon’s
way of presenting Mima's thoughts were fairly divided into two parts—Mima’s own reactions to
turbulence in her life and others' gazes on her. We could clearly see how inner talks work on
shaping the image of a sensitive and melancholy young girl in Joseito. Such style also perfectly
disguises the real gender of its creator. What's more, in order to highlight the effect of illustrating
the narrator's consciousness to the shape of her image, Dazai diminished the existence of por-
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trays on physical appearances. Pure sentimentalities are left with such extraction. In Perfect Blue,
Kon's utilization of making we audiences into the position of the protagonist’s peeper, such as
presenting Mima’s apartment from the position of surveillance camera, brings a sense of involvement and the pleasure of peep. The relationship of the seen one—Mima, and the watchers
of Mima’s life is stressed through the implied meaning lied in Kon’s delicate arrangements. The
aquarium as a symbolic language in film theories here also played the role of emphasizing
Mima’s position of being watched.
Lastly, another thought-provoking detail in both of the works is that, while both creators
are men, women are the only ones standing under the spotlight in the stage of the story. In the
definition of male gaze, we learnt that women have been considered as the inspirer or provoker
of men’s dominant, emotional, and expressive performances on stage. Men in any art work could
be the leader, and the influencer. While in these two stories, men only played supportive roles.
The gendered relationship are reversed. Men such as the art teacher in Joseito or the male fans,
the photographer, and the manager in Perfect Blue all became the ones who shoulder the responsibility of triggering female protagonists’ demonstration of their inner world. Thus, we see the
charms and benefits for male creators to choose a woman as the dominant player of their story.
Delicate emotions once limited by the required manliness in male roles become available, and
innovative angles of viewing are made to audiences.
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